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Given is the wanted transfer-function of an ideal digital high-pass:
HwF (ω) = HbFHP (ω) ∗

+∞
X

δ(ω − nωa )

n=−∞

For the baseband-function HbFHP (ω) the following holds:
ω
 ω 
HbFHP (ω) = rect
− rect
ωa
2ωH
with

ωa
2
A causal digital FIR high-pass shall be designed, whos magnitude characteristics |HrF(ω)|
approximate the magnitude characteristics |HwF (ω)| of the given ideal digital high-pass.
0 < ωH <

1.3.1 Derive a general equation for the calculation of the values of the unweighted impulse sequence hbk (k) of the causal digital FIR high-pass. Given are the high-pass
frequency ωH , the sampling- (and clock-) frequency ωa and the number of filter
coefficients N = 2Nf + 1.
1.3.2 Determine the general equation for the calculation of the values of the weighted
impulse sequence hrk (k) = hwk (k) · hbk (k) of the causal digital FIR high-pass, if
the coefficients of the weighting function hwk (k) are equal to a Blackman-sequence
hBk (k).
1.3.3 Determine the values of the weighted impulse sequence hrk (k) of the causal digital
FIR high-pass and plot them over k. The following data for the realisation of the
filter is given:
• Cut-off-frequency fH = ωH /2π = 20 kHz
• Clock-frequency fa = ωa /2π = 100 kHz
• Number of filter coefficients N = 9
• Weighting of the baseband-sequence hbk (k) with the Blackman-windowingsequence hBk (k)
1.3.4 How big is the minimal number NV of delay-elements necessary for the realisation
of the causal digital FIR high-pass?
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Problem 1.4
Given is a first order low-pass with system function:
HL (p) =

ωL
p + ωL

1.4.1 Give the system function Hz (z) of a digital high-pass filter, which has been derived from the given analogue reference system by the method of the bilinear ztransformation.
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